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Abstract

We consider the problem of generating musical
soundtracks in sync with rhythmic visual cues.
Most existing works rely on pre-defined mu-
sic representations, leading to the incompetence
of generative flexibility and complexity. Other
methods directly generating video-conditioned
waveforms suffer from limited scenarios, short
lengths, and unstable generation quality. To
this end, we present Long-Term Rhythmic Video
Soundtracker (LORIS), a novel framework to syn-
thesize long-term conditional waveforms. Specif-
ically, our framework consists of a latent condi-
tional diffusion probabilistic model to perform
waveform synthesis. Furthermore, a series of
context-aware conditioning encoders are pro-
posed to take temporal information into consider-
ation for a long-term generation. Notably, we ex-
tend our model’s applicability from dances to mul-
tiple sports scenarios such as floor exercise and
figure skating. To perform comprehensive evalu-
ations, we establish a benchmark for rhythmic
video soundtracks including the pre-processed
dataset, improved evaluation metrics, and robust
generative baselines. Extensive experiments show
that our model generates long-term soundtracks
with state-of-the-art musical quality and rhythmic
correspondence. Codes are available at https:
//github.com/OpenGVLab/LORIS.

1. Introduction
Automatic music generation has always been regarded as an
iconic step towards a creative AI-generated content system.
Continuous efforts (Dhariwal et al., 2020; Pasini & Schlüter,
2022; Caillon & Esling, 2021; Kumar et al., 2019; Huang
et al., 2018; von Rütte et al., 2022; Roberts et al., 2018;
Ren et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2022; Mittal et al., 2021)
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Figure 1. Overview of the approach. We tackle the task of gen-
erating long-term soundtracks based on given rhythmic videos.
The LORIS framework is first proposed to generate long-term
rhythm-correlated waveforms. We then establish a novel bench-
mark, including a large-scale dataset varying from dancing to
sports and a set of improved metrics for long-term soundtracks.

have been made to drive machines interactively generating
melodious music steered by given conditionings such as
genre, tempo, and style. In this paper, we work on a tightly-
coupled conditioning scenario, that is, video-conditioned
music generation (a.k.a. video soundtracks) which is more
challenging than other conditional music generation tasks
due to its cross-modality and temporal-correlated nature.

Rhythmic video soundtracks require the model to consider
the intrinsic correlations between human movements and
music rhythms, and further leverage such temporal align-
ments as guidance for a conditional generation. To date
in the literature, some works (Gan et al., 2020; Di et al.,
2021; Su et al., 2020a;b; 2021) investigate cross-modality
soundtracks by using pre-defined symbolic musical repre-
sentations such as MIDI, REMI, and piano-roll that can be
autoregressively generated. However, this kind of represen-
tation is not expressive enough to cover the diverse range of
sounds we hear in typical soundtracks, which hinders the
model from synthesizing complex and diverse music. Re-
cently, some advances (Zhu et al., 2022a;b) directly generate
waveforms in a non-autoregressive manner, yet these works
heavily rely on the computationally-expensive pre-trained
music encoder (Dhariwal et al., 2020), thereby resulting
in the short-length (2∼6s) and low-quality consequences.
Moreover, owing to the insufficiency of paired music-video
data, video soundtracks are limited to the dancing scenar-
ios, which severely restrains the model’s generalizability for
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downstream applications.

In this paper, we introduce LORIS, the Long-Term Rhyth-
mic Video Soundtracker to efficiently synthesize high-
quality waveforms. At the heart of our model lies a la-
tent conditional diffusion model where multiple condition-
ings (e.g., RGB, motions, genre) are hierarchically infused
into the diffusion procedure. Specifically, we extract visual
rhythms based on the cadent movement of human motions,
then introduce the Hawkes Process (Hawkes, 1971; Mei &
Eisner, 2017) on the visual rhythms to take temporal context
into consideration. Besides, we also model the temporal
relationship by adding a Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmid-
huber, 1997) over the RGB embedding. These visual and
motion features are conditioned via a cross-modal attention
block. For the music generation part, we adopt a latent
diffusion model (LDM) to encode the input waveforms into
the latent feature spaces, then add and remove the Gaus-
sian noise to/from the compressed features according to a
discrete T-step schedule (Karras et al., 2022).

We also establish a comprehensive benchmark to facilitate
the exploration of the rhythmic video soundtrack task. First,
we build a large-scale dataset based on existing dancing and
sports datasets to provide 86.43h long-term, high-quality
raw videos with corresponding 2D poses, RGB features,
and ameliorated audio waveforms. Next, we show the inca-
pability of existing short-length music metrics in assessing
long-term video soundtracks and propose an improved ver-
sion. Finally, we conduct experiments on the established
benchmark to fully evaluate LORIS on music quality and
rhythmic correspondence. We show that our model, surpass-
ing the existing methods on all metrics, can play the role
of a strong baseline for the following works. In conclusion,
our main contributions are three-fold:

• We are the first to propose a context-aware conditional
diffusion framework to perform long-term video sound-
track generation on complex rhythmic scenarios.

• We propose a robust benchmark, including a large-
scale rhythmic video soundtrack dataset, a set of im-
proved evaluation metrics, and a carefully-designed
baseline for the subsequent research.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate that our framework
is capable of generating long-term, visual-correlated
musical waveforms, which benefits the creation of the
musical art community.

2. Related Work
Uni-modal Music Generation. The family of uni-modal
music generation embraces two branches. The first is in
favor of using pre-defined music representations for ed-
itable music generation. Some methods (Huang et al., 2018;

Huang & Yang, 2020; Ren et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2022;
von Rütte et al., 2022; Su et al., 2020a) focus on transformer-
based (Vaswani et al., 2017) autoregressive models, while
other advances utilize generative models such as VAE (Brun-
ner et al., 2018; Roberts et al., 2018), GAN (Dong et al.,
2018), and DDPM (Hawthorne et al., 2022) for the fast and
conditional music synthesis. The other line of work tries
to directly generate musical waveforms with less explicit
constraints. WaveNet (Oord et al., 2016) first shows the
feasibility of autoregressively generating audio waveforms.
RAVE (Caillon & Esling, 2021) and Jukebox (Dhariwal
et al., 2020) leverage the variational autoencoder to perform
high-quality audio synthesis. Some GAN-based models (Ku-
mar et al., 2019; Pasini & Schlüter, 2022) also manifest
promising performance on conditional music generation.

Cross-Modal Music Generation. To create more flexible
music compositions, cross-modality generation has been
studied to synthesize music correlated with inter-modality
conditionings, e.g. images-to-music generation (Zhang
et al., 2022; Sheffer & Adi, 2022) and text-based music
generation (Yang et al., 2022; Kreuk et al., 2022; Schneider
et al., 2023; Agostinelli et al., 2023; Huang et al., 2023).
These tasks usually rely on the correspondence of overall
styles, while do not require fine-grained temporal align-
ments. More recently, several advances try to extend image-
to-music generation to videos, the multi-frame scenario
which needs the correlation of visual movements and musi-
cal melodies. Though some MIDI-based works (Gan et al.,
2020; Su et al., 2020a;b) generate music in a non-regressive
way, the synthesized results are highly formulated and usu-
ally mono-instrumental. More recently, D2M-GAN (Zhu
et al., 2022a) and CDCD (Zhu et al., 2022b) directly gener-
ate video-conditioned musical waveforms. Though the re-
sults are diverse, frames are compressed into a single image
as conditioning, thus temporal information is overlooked
and synthesized results cannot reflect the alternation of vi-
sual movements. Besides, due to their reliance on a large
music encoder (Dhariwal et al., 2020), the computation cost
is extremely high, thus the music length is constrained to
2∼6 seconds. Unlike prior works, our framework generates
long-term waveforms (25s∼50s) with affordable costs, and
our context-aware design learns the audio-visual rhythmic
correlation to ensure inter-modality coherence.

Generalized Cross-Modal Generation. Remarkable
advances also exist in other inter-modality generation
tasks. Text-to-image synthesis has drawn increasing at-
tention (Ramesh et al., 2022; Rombach et al., 2022; Gu
et al., 2022; Tang et al., 2022) in pace with the gorgeous
growth of contrastive language-image pre-training (Radford
et al., 2021) and diffusion models (Ho et al., 2020), where
the synthesized images exhibit high-resolution quality with
great diversity and compute-efficiency. Some works (Singer
et al., 2022; Hong et al., 2022) also extend text-to-image to
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Figure 2. Illustration of our LORIS framework. We adopt a latent diffusion probabilistic model to perform conditional audio generation.
Given an input of music-video pairs, a set of context-aware conditioning encoders first transform video frames, human poses, and
categorical labels into visual embeddings, visual rhythm, and genre embeddings. Then a hierarchical conditional diffusion procedure
is employed to serially attend these conditionings into the audio diffusion model, where visual rhythm is first embedded into rhythm
conditioning via a Hawkes position encoding module. The entire LORIS framework is optimized jointly.

conditional video generation, while more recent pioneering
methods investigate text-based pose sequences (Xie et al.,
2022) and 3D scenes (Poole et al., 2022) generation. In this
work, we refer to the latent conditional diffusion mechanism
utilized by text-to-image approaches and attach more visual
cues to stabilize long-term music synthesis.

3. Methodology
LORIS is depicted in Figure 2. Given a music-video pair,
the latent diffusion model (Section 3.1) is used to synthesize
auditory waveforms, and a set of conditioning encoders
(Section 3.2) is designed to generate context-aware visual
cues. Besides, a hierarchical conditional diffusion module
(Section 3.3) is proposed to add cross-modality constraints.

3.1. Unconditional Latent Diffusion

Inspired by the recent image-to-text generation ad-
vance (Rombach et al., 2022), we use a similar open-source

architecture audio-diffusion-pytorch (Schneider, 2023) pre-
trained on a large-scale YouTube music dataset as our uni-
modal diffusion backbone. Due to the numerous amount of
audio sampling points, we encode the input waveforms into
a compressed latent representation z ∼ pdata to lower the
computation cost. Unconditional latent diffusion consists
of a forward diffusion process and a reverse denoising pro-
cedure. The forward process can be regarded as a Markov
chain that progressively corrupts the initial latent codes z0
into Gaussian noise zT ∼ N (0, I) with a sequence of T
steps. In contrast, the objective of the denoising process is
to reverse the Gaussian distribution to the original vectors
in identity steps. The denoising error can be optimized via
the L2 objective. We seek to directly predict z rather than
utilizing the ϵ-prediction formulation (Ho et al., 2020):

LLD := Ez∼pdata,t∼[1,T ] [λ(σt)∥Dθ(z, σt)− z∥]22], (1)

where Dθ is the denoising network parameterized by θ,
λ(σt) denotes an optional weighting function.
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In practice, EDM (Karras et al., 2022) is employed to im-
prove the denoiser:

Dθ(z, σt) = cskip(σt)z+ cout(σt)fθ(cin(σt)z,
1

4
ln(σt)), (2)

where cskip(σt), cout(σt), and cin(σt) are scaling parame-
ters and λ(σt) is ameliorated as 1/cout(σt)2. Details about
scaling parameters are listed in Appendix A.2.

3.2. Context-Aware Conditioning Encoders

Previous waveform-based methods (Zhu et al., 2022a;b)
share a common paradigm that compresses the temporal di-
mension and encodes frames into a global visual embedding
fe ∈ R1×C , where C denotes the hidden dimension. Al-
though these global features are flexible to act as conditional
guidance, contextual information is overlooked, thence the
model is incapable of synthesizing correlated music that re-
sponds to the change of visual contents. Such a phenomenon
also elucidates why existing waveform-based methods can
only tackle short-length videos. To this end, we model
the temporal correspondence explicitly and construct visual
conditioning cv, rhythm conditioning cr, and genre condi-
tioning cg (if necessary) via different conditioning encoders.

Visual Conditioning. For the visual encoder, we follow
previous methods (Zhu et al., 2022a;b) that use pre-trained
I3D (Carreira & Zisserman, 2017) network as feature ex-
tractor. Differently, we do not perform feature aggrega-
tion across the temporal dimension and leverage a Bi-
LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) layer to capture
long-range temporal dependencies:

cv, (h,mc) = BiLSTM(Enc(i1, i2, ..., iT ), h0,mc0), (3)

where Enc is the visual encoder, I = {i1, i2, ..., iT } are
input visual frames, h and mc denote hidden state and mem-
ory cell state vectors, h0,mc0 indicate their initial state.
The parameters of I3D are frozen during training while the
Bi-LSTM layer is involved in optimization.

Rhythm Conditioning. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to extract dance rhythms, such as measuring the rapid
changes of optical flows (Davis & Agrawala, 2018), per-
forming Short-Time-Fourier Transform on human skele-
tons (Su et al., 2021), or merging neural networks with
traditional graphic functions (Yu et al., 2022). Considering
the commonality of rhythmic videos, we put forward an
improved rule-based method to encode all frames of each
video into a binary vector to represent visual rhythm points.
Concretely, we first extract 2D poses P (t, j, x, y) via pre-
trained models, where t and j denote the current temporal
position and key joint, x, y denotes the joint coordinate,
then calculate the first-order difference of as 2D motions
M(t, j, x, y). To comprehensively estimate the kinematic
amplitude and strength, we utilize the directogram (Davis

& Agrawala, 2018), a 2D matrix D analogous to the audio
spectrogram to represent the change of motions. Motions in
each timestamp are first divided into K bins based on their
angles with x-axis by tan−1 y

x , and the weighted summation
is computed as the directogram:

D(t, θ) =
∑
j

∥M(t, j)∥21θ(∠M(t, j)), (4)

1θ(ϕ) :=

{
1, if |θ − ϕ| ≤ 2π

K
,

0, otherwise.
(5)

Similar to audio onset envelopes, we calculate the bin-wise
difference of the directogram, sum all positive values in
each angular column, and normalize the resulting curves
into the range of [0, 1] as the visual onset envelopes O:

O(t) = η(

K∑
k=1

max(0, |D(t, k)| − |D(t− 1, k)|)), (6)

where D(t, k) denotes the directogram volume at t-th time
step and k-th bin, η is the normalized function.

Although O(t) can already be regarded as the visual rhyth-
mic conditioning, we further employ a peak-picking strat-
egy (Böck et al., 2012) to simplify the continuous curves
into discrete binary codes for the convenience of condi-
tional generation. Specifically, the temporal point t can be
identified as the i-th visual rhythmic point only when the
following prerequisites are satisfied:

cr(ti) = max(O[ti − prem : ti + postm]),

cr(ti) ≥ mean(O[ti − prea : ti + posta]) + δ,

ti − ti−1 > ω

(7)

where cr(ti) is the i-th rhythm peak in temporal position
t, prem and postm denote the distance of finding local
maxima before and after the current position; prea and
posta indicate the distance of computing the local average,
δ is the threshold that the local maxima must be above the
local average.

Finally, we get a binary vector cr ∈ RT×1 that represents
visual rhythm peaks, where 1 denotes that the current time
step is one of the rhythm points. We also explain the ratio-
nale of our improved visual rhythm extraction method in
Appendix C.

Genre Conditioning. Rhythmic videos can be categorized
into different types based on their characteristics such as the
choreography styles of dancing videos. Taking genre into
consideration could facilitate some interesting applications
like style transfer and music editing. We regard the musical
genre as global conditioning and embed one-hot categorical
labels G into genre features via linear projection:

cg = Embed(G). (8)

It is noted that genre conditioning can only be utilized for
datasets that include musical genre or category labels.
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3.3. Hierarchical Conditional Diffusion

Considering the enormous success of cross-attention mech-
anism (Vaswani et al., 2017) in conditional genera-
tion (Ramesh et al., 2022; Rombach et al., 2022), we adopt
such an approach to model the correlation between latent
feature z and conditioning c. One obstacle for conditional
diffusion is that rhythm peaks are binary vectors, which can-
not perform feature interactions due to the low dimension.
Therefore, we employ a trainable linear layer Wr similar to
the genre encoder to project the binary vector to a rhythm
embedding matrix crWr ∈ RT×C . We further argue that in
a sequence of rhythm points, the mechanism of peak-picking
determines the temporal point neighboring to rhythm peaks
is unlikely to be another rhythm peak, thus we can explicitly
add positional penalties to those temporal points adjacent
to rhythm peaks. To this end, we introduce the Hawkes
Process (Hawkes, 1971; Mei & Eisner, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2020b), where additional temporal offsets are attached over
the raw positional encoding in each dimension:

Hawkesk(ti) = Tri(ωk × i+ wk × ti), (9)

where Tri denotes sin and cos for the even and odd di-
mension, ωk, wk are the learnable parameters in the k-th
dimension for Hawkes encoding and positional encoding,
respectively, ti denotes the temporal position of the i-th
rhythm peak. In practice, the shifted position can be com-
puted as i′ = i+ wk

ωk
ti, where w

ω for all dimensions can be
regarded as a learnable parameter matrix. In this way, our
model takes contextual rhythm information into considera-
tion for more accurate rhythmic control.

Then we add the shifted positional embeddings to the
rhythm embedding ĉr and use a Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) decoder block to perform feature integration:

ĉr = TrmDec(crWr +Hawkes(ti)), (10)

After acquiring the conditional embeddings {cv, ĉr, cg},
cross-modal attention is employed to interact conditional
embeddings with intermediate layers of U-Net (Ronneberger
et al., 2015) by computing feature similarity:

Att(cα, ψi(z)) = Softmax(
W i

Qψi(z) · (W i
Kcα)

T

√
d

) ·W i
V cα,

(11)
where cα ∈ {cv, ĉr, cg} denotes the conditional embed-
dings, ψi(z) denotes the i-th intermediate tensor of latent
feature z, W i

Q,W
i
K ,W

i
V are learnable projection matrices.

Notably, we put conditionings serially to adapt the divergent
temporal lengths of visual cues, by virtue of which we can
use one cross-modal attention block to attend RGB, rhythm,
and genre embeddings with far less computation cost.

Given the conditioning C = {cv, ĉr, cg}, the objective for
the latent conditional denoising can be formulated as:

LCLD := Ez∼pdata,t∼[1,T ] [λ(σt)∥Dθ(z, σt, C)− z∥]22]. (12)

4. Benchmark
4.1. Dataset

Since prior waveform-based methods tackle short-length
videos, the primary obstacle for long-term soundtrack gen-
eration is the shortage of paired audio-visual data. To this
end, we curate the LORIS dataset based on existing datasets,
which involves 86.43h paired videos varying from dances
to multiple sports events. The comparison of our dataset
with existing datasets is listed in Table 1. To be specific, our
dataset incorporates three rhythmic categories: dance, figure
skating, and floor exercise. The dancing videos are curated
from AIST++ (Li et al., 2021) dataset, a fine-annotated sub-
set of AIST (Tsuchida et al., 2019). We select all videos
longer than 25 seconds and preserve their categorical labels
to perform genre conditioning. Although 3D meshes and
skeletons are available, we only curate the original videos.
Figure skating videos are collected from FisV (Xu et al.,
2019) dataset and FS1000 (Xia et al., 2022) dataset, and
floor exercise videos are from Finegym (Shao et al., 2020)
dataset. For the sports videos, we only use the raw videos
and do not utilize any annotation or provided features.

After curating the raw videos, we make the following pre-
processes: 1). We cut off the first and last 5 seconds of
each sports video, and divide these videos into 25s and
50s segments. 2). We adopt the sound source-separated
framework Spleeter (Hennequin et al., 2020) and employ its
2stem pre-trained model to remove vocals, commentaries,
and cheers to acquire pure 16kHz musical accompanies.
3). We manually filter video splits and remove the videos
with noisy audio, unseparated vocals and cheers, absent
background music, and overmuch missing frames. 4). We
upsample the music sample rate to 22kHz. 5). We extract
the RGB features of visual frames using I3D (Carreira &
Zisserman, 2017) pre-trained on Kinetics (Kay et al., 2017)
and Charades (Zhang et al., 2020a) datasets, and employ
mmPose (Contributors, 2020) to obtain 2D skeletons using
HRNet (Sun et al., 2019) pre-trained on MS COCO (Lin
et al., 2014) dataset. 6). Finally, we randomly split the
dataset with a 90%/5%/5% proportion. To sum up, we curate
12,446 25-second paired videos, including 1,881 dancing
videos, 8,585 figure skating videos, and 1,950 floor exercise
videos. For the 50-second versions, our dataset includes
4,147 figure skating videos and 660 floor exercise videos.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

We follow the general paradigm of previous works (Zhu
et al., 2022a;b) that measure musical quality and cross-
modality correspondence. For the musical quality, the sub-
jective metrics Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) for the general
quality are reported. To investigate rhythm correspondence,
we use the improved versions of beats coverage scores
(BCS) and beats hit scores (BHS) for evaluation. To be
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Dataset Origin Scenarios Total length Segment length

AIST++st (Li et al., 2021) AIST++ Dance 3.78h 2s, 6s
Tiktok (Zhu et al., 2022a) YouTube Dance 1.55h 2s

Ours AIST++, FineGym,
FS1000, FisV

Dance, Floor Exercise,
Figure Skating 86.43h 25s, 50s

Table 1. Comparison between our dataset and existing video soundtrack datasets. AIST++st means cutting raw AIST++ videos into 2s and
6s short-length segments. Statistical results show our dataset involves more video-music pairs with more categories and longer lengths.

specific, BCS and BHS are first proposed for music-guided
dance generation (Davis & Agrawala, 2018; Lee et al., 2019)
which measures the alignment of musical rhythms and danc-
ing patterns. Similarly, prior dance-to-music methods (Zhu
et al., 2022a;b) employ these metrics to count the aligned
rhythm points of synthesized music and ground-truth music
by computing the rhythm point number of generated music
Bg , the rhythm point number of ground-truth music Bt, and
the number of aligned rhythm points Ba. Then, BCS is
calculated as the fraction of generated musical beats by the
ground truth musical beats (Bg/Bt), and BHS measures
the ratio of aligned beats to the ground truth beats (Ba/Bt).
However, we found that these metrics are only suitable for
short-length (2∼6s) music, and two main problems emerge
when evaluating long-term soundtracks: 1). the second-wise
rhythm detection algorithm results in an extremely sparse
vector for any long music sequence, thus the constantly low
BCS and BHS values are unable to reflect the real perfor-
mance. 2). BHS can easily exceed 1 if generated music
involves more rhythm points than ground truth. Consid-
ering a batch involves two samples with BHS of 0.5 and
1.5, the average BHS is 1, which seems to be perfect while
each sample performs unsatisfactorily. Hence, the reported
value cannot reflect the real quality under such metrics. Ac-
cordingly, we make two corresponding modifications: 1.
We adjust the parameters of audio onset detection algo-
rithms (Böck et al., 2012) (More details in Appendix B.3)
to avoid sparse rhythm vectors. 2. We calculate BCS by
dividing the aligned beats by the total beats from the gener-
ated music (Ba/Bg), by which BCS and BHS play the roles
of recall and precision, respectively. Besides, we calculate
the F1 scores of BCS and BHS as an integrated assessment
and report the standard deviations of BCS and BHS (termed
CSD and HSD, respectively) to evaluate generative stability.

4.3. Baselines

To make an exhaustive evaluation, we choose several well-
performed methods with available codes as baselines. Con-
cretely, we re-implement MIDI-based methods Foley (Gan
et al., 2020) and CMT (Di et al., 2021), waveform-based
methods D2M-GAN (Zhu et al., 2022a) and CDCD (Zhu
et al., 2022b) on our dataset. Experimental results of the
baseline methods and our LORIS framework on the estab-
lished benchmark are reported in Section 5.

5. Experiments

Metrics BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑ MOS↑
Foley 96.4 6.9 41.0 15.0 57.5 3.2
CMT 97.1 6.4 46.2 18.6 62.6 3.6

D2MGAN 95.6 9.4 88.7 19.0 93.1 2.8
CDCD 96.5 9.1 89.3 18.1 92.7 3.1

Ours 98.6 6.1 90.8 13.9 94.5 3.7

Table 2. Quantitative results on the LORISDA25 dancing subset.

5.1. Implementation Details

We use audio-diffusion-pytorch-v0.0.43 (Schneider, 2023)
as our basic backbone. The dimension of all hidden layers
is set to 1024, and the embedding size of genre labels and
RGB features is also 1024. For visual rhythm extraction,
the bin number K is set to 10 and hyperparameters of peak
picking strategy are prem = 3, prem = 3, posta = 3,
and posta = 3. We set the threshold offset δ as 0.2 mul-
tiples by the current local maxima, and peak wait number
ω = 1. The audio sampling rate is set to 22050 Hz. We
use AdamW (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2017) as the optimizer
with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.96 and weight decay of 4.5e-2. A
two-stage learning rate strategy is applied during training.
Specifically, for layers in the unconditional diffusion model
pre-trained by (Schneider, 2023), we set the learning rate
as 3e-6 while the initial learning rate of all other layers is
3e-3. We set a warm-up learning rate of 2e-4 for all layers
in the first 1,000 training iterations. We also apply the gra-
dient clipping with the max norm of 0.5. The entire LORIS
framework is optimized jointly and we use 8 NVIDIA A100
GPUs to train our model for 100 epochs on the dancing sub-
set, 200 epochs on the floor exercise subset, and 250 epochs
on the figure skating subset. For music sampling, we em-
ploy the classifier-free guidance (Ho & Salimans, 2022) to
perform conditional generation with guidance scale w = 20.
The diffusion step number during inference is set to 50 as a
trade-off of music quality and inference speed.

5.2. Main Results

Since visual appearances and musical patterns of dance
and sports datasets vary widely, we separately evaluate each
rhythmic type termed as LORISDA25 subset for 25s dancing
videos, LORISFE25 and LORISFE50 subsets for 25s and
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Subset LORISFE25 LORISFE50

Metrics BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑ MOS↑ BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑ MOS↑
Foley 36.0 36.2 32.3 30.7 34.1 3.2 32.6 38.0 28.4 32.5 30.4 3.1
CMT 46.4 30.1 57.4 29.8 51.3 3.8 42.3 32.0 53.8 31.7 47.4 3.5

D2MGAN 45.3 27.7 58.7 30.1 51.1 2.4 41.9 29.2 54.7 32.7 47.5 2.1
CDCD 49.0 21.1 61.0 27.0 54.3 2.7 45.9 23.8 57.5 29.3 51.0 2.5

Ours 58.8 19.4 67.1 21.1 62.7 3.8 54.7 21.6 63.8 24.5 58.9 3.4

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the LORISFE25 and LORISFE50 floor exercise subsets.

Subset LORISFS25 LORISFS50

Metrics BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑ MOS↑ BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑ MOS↑
Foley 36.1 25.4 21.1 16.2 26.7 3.0 33.8 27.8 18.5 18.2 24.0 3.2
CMT 37.2 24.9 73.8 29.2 49.4 3.9 34.6 26.4 70.7 31.1 46.5 3.6

D2MGAN 42.8 26.8 48.9 25.9 45.7 2.7 39.9 28.7 45.7 27.0 42.6 2.2
CDCD 45.6 27.3 44.6 22.6 45.1 2.8 42.1 29.5 41.6 24.6 41.8 2.4

Ours 52.2 18.5 57.0 19.8 54.5 3.8 49.3 20.8 54.9 21.4 52.0 3.6

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the LORISFS25 and LORISFS50 figure skating subsets.

50s floor exercise videos, and LORISFS25 and LORISFS50

subsets for 25s and 50s figure skating videos.

Results on the 25s dancing subset are shown in Table 2,
where our model outperforms all previous methods both
on rhythmic coherence and musical quality. In particular,
All methods show satisfactory BCS and low CSD since
dancing beats are periodic and easy to perceive, thereby
the rhythm points of generated music Bg and GT music
Bt are similar. However, waveform-based methods D2M-
GAN (Zhu et al., 2022a) and CDCD (Zhu et al., 2022b)
achieve higher BHS than MIDI-based methods Foley (Gan
et al., 2020) and CMT (Di et al., 2021), which suggests that
waveforms synthesized by generative models are more flex-
ible to perform rhythm alignment. Performance on sports
subsets is demonstrated in Table 3 and Table 4. We find
that all methods perform worse in rhythmic coherence and
musical quality on the sports datasets, indicating sports are
more challenging rhythmic scenarios. Nevertheless, our
model still achieves considerable boosts compared with
CDCD (Zhu et al., 2022b) about +8.4%, +8.2% F1 scores
for 25s and 50s floor exercise videos, and +9.4%, +8.2%
F1 scores for figure skating videos. These numerical results
verify that our LORIS framework is capable of generating
high-quality musical soundtracks with accurate rhythmic
alignment for both dances and sports.

5.3. Ablation Studies

Engaged Conditioning. We first investigate the role of data
modalities that engage into conditional diffusion. We put
forward three variants where ‘LORIS w/o V’ and ‘LORIS
w/o R’ drop the visual and rhythm conditioning, respectively,
and ‘LORIS w/ Vm’ denotes using a trainable ST-GCN (Yan
et al., 2018) network to encode human poses and then con-

Method BCS↑ CSD↓ BHS↑ HSD↓ F1↑
LORIS w/o V 53.2 28.2 46.4 21.5 49.6
LORIS w/o R 51.2 29.8 41.4 24.7 45.8
LORIS w/ Vm 51.7 23.5 74.4 19.0 61.0
LORIS (full) 58.8 19.4 67.1 21.1 62.7

Table 5. Ablation studies on the engaged conditions on the
LORISFE25 subset. M denotes rhythm conditioning, V indicates
visual conditioning, and Vm is a visual encoder that integrates
RGB features and motion features.

catenate the extracted motion features with I3D features
as the visual conditioning. Results are shown in Table 5,
which witnesses significant performance drops both during
the absence of the visual and rhythm conditionings. This
suggests that visual and rhythm conditionings are indispens-
able due to their grants for visual appearance and motion
cues. Though LORIS w/ Vm outperforms our full model in
BHS and HSD, simply using RGB embeddings as visual
encoder results in higher coverage scores and better overall
performance (F1 scores). We argue that motion clues have
already been taken into account during the extraction of
visual rhythms, thus the motion embeddings are duplicated
and can be omitted to lower the computation.

Method BCS CSD BHS HSD F1
LORIS w/o LSTM 53.2 25.3 68.9 21.2 60.0

LORIS w/o Hawkes 51.3 26.2 59.0 21.2 54.9
LORIS w/o PE 52.4 25.6 64.0 21.6 57.6

LORIS w/ rhymul 52.2 25.2 67.1 21.2 58.7
LORIS (full) 58.8 19.4 67.1 21.1 62.7

Table 6. Ablation studies on model architecture designs on the
LORISFE25 subset. PE denotes positional encoding of visual
rhythm embedding and rhymul is a variant that directly multiplies
the rhythm envelope curves by the latent audio features.
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Figure 3. Visualizations of rhythms and musical log-melspectrograms. Examplar in the upper of the picture shows the rhythm correspon-
dence between audio and visual rhythms, where the green curve indicates visual rhythm peaks extracted via our rule-based strategy, and
blue and yellow curves denote the ground truth and generated musical rhythm points. Results show that our model synthesizes music with
satisfactory rhythm coherence. The lower part is the comparison of generated and ground-truth musical log-melspectrogram, where the
synthesized results lie in an analogous crest distribution with ground-truth music.

Model Architecture. We further evaluate the necessity of
each model component, and results are shown in Table 6.
To investigate the effectiveness of temporal modeling, we
first drop the Bi-LSTM layer termed ‘LORIS w/o LSTM’.
Results show that though the ablated model achieves com-
parable performance on BHS, the coverage scores decline
significantly (-5.6%), indicating that temporal modeling
for visual features is essential. We then analyze the im-
pact of the rhythm conditioning module by ablating several
variants: ‘LORIS w/o Hawkes’ that removes the Hawkes
process attached to the positional encoding, ‘LORIS w/o PE’
that abolishing the entire positional encoding module, and
’LORIS w/ rhymul’ that adopting a simpler conditioning
strategy to directly multiply the visual rhythm envelopes by
the auditory latent embedding (rather than using the cross-
modality block). We observe that both positional encoding
and the Hawkes process contribute to the rhythmic align-
ment. Besides, embed and cross-attend the rhythm peaks is
a better conditioning approach than plain multiplication.

5.4. Qualitative Results

As illustrated in Figure 3, we visualize music generated
by LORIS together with the raw video-music pairs to illus-
trate rhythm correspondence and spectrogram analogous-
ness. The upper part contrast visual rhythms with auditory
rhythms extracted by ground-truth waveform and our gener-
ated music, where the synthesized contents reveal accurate
alignment with visual appearances even when the ground-
truth rhythms are mismatched (the 11th rhythm point). The
lower part compares the log-melspectrograms of our gener-

ated music and ground truths. We find that the synthesized
prosody patterns are alien to the raw audio since we do not
add explicit reconstruction regularization to the raw audio
sampling points, and the scholastic sampling nature of the
diffusion sampling strategy guarantees the diversity of syn-
thesized results. However, the position of audio peaks is
likely to share a similar distribution, which indicates LORIS
models the audio-visual correspondence and leverages such
prior to generating music with comparable rhythm distri-
bution. Besides, to show our model’s ability in generating
superior long-term soundtracks, we provide complementary
qualitative demos in the Supplementary Material.

6. Conclusion
We have presented LORIS, a long-term rhythmic video
soundtracker that generates video-conditioned musical
waveforms via a context-aware latent diffusion model. A
comprehensive benchmark for video soundtracks is also
established, which includes a large-scale rhythmic video-
music dataset varying from dancing to multiple sports events
and a set of improved evaluation metrics. Experiments
demonstrate that LORIS generates soundtracks with the best
rhythm correspondence and satisfactory quality compared
with existing methods. Nonetheless, LORIS only tackles
fixed-length videos, thereby limiting its practicability, and
the overall quality is still in need of improvement. In the
future, we would seek different audio generation backbones
for better musical quality and try context-aware modules to
achieve unconstrained, even real-time generation purposes.
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A. Model Details
We here give a brief introduction of the model architecture,
including the illustration of the backbone structure and de-
tailed descriptions of the scaling parameters of the denoiser.

A.1. Diffusion Model Architecture

Overview of the audio diffusion backbone (Schneider, 2023)
is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 4, which mainly com-
prises the latent encoder, u-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015),
and latent decoder. The detailed structure of each module
is illustrated in the lower part, where all components in-
volve a basic unit named ResnetBlock1d. To be specific,
ResnetBlock1d includes three 1D convolutional blocks that
perform feature integration. Furthermore, all conditional
embeddings are introduced into the diffusion process via
the cross-modal attention block (Vaswani et al., 2017) in
all ResnetBlock1d modules of downsample block, upsam-
ple block, and bottleneck block, while the ResnetBlock1d
modules in latent encoder and decoder do not involve any
cross-modality interaction.

A.2. Scaling Parameters

We adopt EDM (Karras et al., 2022) to ameliorate the de-
noiser Dθ(z, σt) via skip scaling cskip(σt), output scal-
ing cout(σt), input scaling cin(σt), and noise mapping
cnoise(σt). The entire process can be formulated as:

Dθ(z, σt) = cskip(σt)z+cout(σt)fθ(cin(σt)z, cnoise(σt)),
(13)

cskip(σt) = σ2
data/(σ

2
t + σ2

data) (14)

cout(σt) = σt · σdata/
√
σ2
data + σ2

t (15)

cin(σt) = 1/
√
σ2
t + σ2

data (16)

cnoise(σt) =
1

4
ln(σt). (17)

In practice, the parameter σdata is set to 0.1, and the noise
distribution is set as ln(σ) ∼ N (Pmean, P

2
std), where the

mean and standard deviation parameters are set as Pmean =
−3.0, Pstd = 1.0 .

B. Additional Details
In this section, we elaborate on additional experimental
settings, dataset information, and details of the evaluation
metrics.

B.1. Experimental Settings

We here complement additional implementation details.
During training, we set the batch size of dancing and floor
exercise videos as 10, and each figure skating batch involves

8 samples. For the diffusion probabilistic model backbone,
we set the patch block number as 1 and the patch factor as
32. The multipliers of ResnetBlock1d for each upsample
block and downsample block are (1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4), the
factors and num blocks hyperparameter vectors for UNet1d
module are (4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2), respec-
tively. The head number for all attention blocks is set as
16, and we employ a 0.1 batch dropout probability for the
conditional generation. We transform the monophonic input
to binaural via duplicating the waveform data on the chan-
nel dimension to meet the prerequisite of the pre-trained
audio-diffusion-pytorch (Schneider, 2023) model. Besides,
we apply data augmentation during training by adding a
uniformly-sampled acoustic amplitude to the raw audio sam-
ple points. We also normalize the input data and multiply
it by a factor f = 0.95 to stabilize training. It is also noted
that different from previous methods (Zhu et al., 2022b;a),
we do not adopt any noise-reducing approach for soundtrack
calibration.

B.2. Dataset Information

Since all video-music pairs are curated from existing
datasets (Zhu et al., 2022a; Li et al., 2021; Shao et al.,
2020; Xia et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2019), we manually filter
videos based on certain policies to guarantee analogous data
distributions while maintaining adequate diversity. Con-
cretely, we keep the character number as 1 and remove all
videos with multiple persons, including group dances, pairs
skating, and group gymnastics. Furthermore, all kinds of
human voices (audience cheers, commentaries, song vocals,
etc.) are removed by the sound source separation model
Spleeter (Hennequin et al., 2020). For diversity, we try to
involve more genders, races, and music types in all rhythmic
scenarios. Furthermore, camera views in all video categories
are diverse, where shot changes and scales exist in sports
videos, and dances are captured via cameras from different
angles.

B.3. Evaluation Metrics

As we mentioned in the main manuscript, parameters of
audio onset detection algorithms (Böck et al., 2012) are
adaptively adjusted for the long-term scenario. To be spe-
cific, we modify the hyperparameters of the peak-picking
strategy, where the previous and post distances of comput-
ing the local average are adjusted from 1, 1 to 2, 2, the
previous and post distances of calculating local maximum
are modified from 0, 1 to 3, 3, and the threshold δ of picking
peaks is set to 0.2. We expand the window size of picking
the local maximum, which is likely to have a higher value
than the maximum in a smaller area. By this means, the
selected local maximum has more opportunities to meet
the requirements of the threshold δ, thus leading to a more
compact vector that includes more visual rhythm points.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the audio diffusion backbone that includes a latent encoder, u-net, and a latent decoder. The u-net consists of one
bottleneck block and K stacking downsample and upsample blocks. The basic unit module name ResnetBlock1d involves several 1D
convolutional layers, which form the main architecture of the u-net component.

The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is a subjective metric ob-
tained by computing the average scores of a user study
regarding the overall musical quality. Concretely, 14 par-
ticipants are required to listen to 25 musical waveforms
generated by LORIS and four baseline methods (5 samples
for each method), then give scores ranging from 1 to 5 to
evaluate the overall musical quality. During the evaluation,
participants are only provided with auditory samples while
visual counterparts are unavailable. Hence, this subjective
metric only measures the uni-modal musical quality, and
the cross-modality rhythmic correspondence is evaluated by
other objective metrics.

C. Visual Rhythm Extractor
In this section, we analyze the discrepancy between previ-
ous visual rhythm extraction approaches and interpret the
rationale of our improved rule-based method. In total, all
existing methods, including our improved version, share a
common paradigm that captures the magnitude of human
cadent movements based on various features. To be spe-

cific, (Davis & Agrawala, 2018) propose to utilize audio
spectrogram and onset detection algorithms on optical flow
features to extract visual rhythms, which first show the fea-
sibility of monitoring the amplitude variety of visual cues.
But two drawbacks emerge: 1. The extraction of optical
flow is computationally-expensive when adopting a large
sampling rate of video frames, which sets up an obstacle for
the rhythm detection of high-quality videos. 2. The transfor-
mation among visual onset, tempograms, and visual beats
is complicated, and leveraging the periodic visual beats for
inter-modality rhythm alignment severely restrains flexibil-
ity. Therefore, it is more succinct to directly regard visual on-
set as visual rhythms to perform the subsequent cross-modal
interaction. More recently, (Su et al., 2021) adopt human
poses rather than optical flows to conduct analogous motion
saliency detection. Directograms are first computed based
on the angular positions and magnitudes of human poses,
and Short-Time-Fourier Transform (STFT) is performed on
the first-order difference of directograms (kinematic offsets)
to locate the visual rhythm points. Two major differences
lie between this approach and our rule-based method. One
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is that we leverage the peak-picking strategy similar (yet
different hyperparameters due to the modality discrepancy)
to audio onset peak detection algorithm (Böck et al., 2012)
instead of STFT to remain similar peak-picking principles.
The other is that we prefer the human motions than human
poses as input for directogram calculation, since angles of
poses P (t, j, x, y) with the x-axis only reflect its relative po-
sition with respect to the reference coordinate system, while
the angular position of human motion M(t, j, x, y) mea-
sures the changing direction and velocity of human poses.
Besides, some recent works leverage deep-learning methods
to implicitly model visual rhythms (Xie et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2020; Pedersoli & Goto, 2020), or combine traditional
algorithms with trainable networks (Yu et al., 2022). Both
of them are not employed in our framework in case that
much more parameters are additionally introduced.

D. Additional Ablation Studies
To fully probe the experimental settings of our proposed
model, we conduct additional ablation studies on the sam-
pling hyperparameters.

Sampling step. We first investigate the impact of different
sampling steps s during inference. Results are shown in
Table 7, where the increase of sampling step number from 10
to 50 is accompanied by performance boosts. Furthermore,
the performance of s = 50 and s = 100 is comparable,
indicating that a much larger sampling step number cannot
benefit generation quality. We hence set the sampling step
number as 50 for computation simplicity.

Step Num BCS CSD BHS HSD F1

s=10 52.5 26.4 59.5 17.9 55.8
s=20 51.1 25.6 61.2 20.6 55.7
s=30 51.4 26.3 65.0 20.2 57.4
s=100 58.3 20.0 68.2 20.5 62.9

s=50 (Ours) 58.8 19.4 67.1 21.1 62.7

Table 7. Ablation studies on the number of sampling steps s on the
LORISFE25 subset.

Guidance scale. We further explore the influence of dif-
ferent guidance scales of the classifier-free diffusion guid-
ance (Ho & Salimans, 2022). As shown in Table 8, we
conduct ablation studies on a large range of guidance scale
options, and results show that setting s = 20 brings optimal
rhythmic correspondence performance. Such conclusions
are also coherent with other cross-modality conditional sce-
narios such as text-to-image, where setting a larger guidance
scale w than uni-modal conditional generation witnesses a
better generation quality.

Guidance Scale BCS CSD BHS HSD F1

w=2 51.8 26.7 62.4 25.1 56.6
w=5 53.4 27.4 66.8 19.9 59.4
w=10 53.2 23.9 61.8 24.5 57.2
w=30 57.9 22.1 68.1 42.0 62.6
w=50 58.3 20.8 64.5 24.5 61.2
w=100 57.9 23.9 62.7 27.2 60.2

w=20 (Ours) 58.8 19.4 67.1 21.1 62.7

Table 8. Ablation studies on the guidance scale w of classifier-free
conditional generation on the LORISFE25 subset.

E. Failure Cases
As depicted in Figure 5, we show the log-melspectrograms
of two failure examples as well as their ground-truth coun-
terparts. The left part is the soundtrack of a figure skating
video, where the skater moves smoothly in sync with the
gentle music. Though the musical quality is satisfactory,
the changing amplitude of human motions is not significant,
thus our model fails to correctly pick visual rhythmic peaks.
This instance shows our model’s incapability in synthesizing
rhythm correlated soundtrack under certain circumstances.
We argue that additional samples under such scenarios are
required to perform targeted training. The right part denotes
the soundtrack of a floor exercise video, where our model
generates a musical waveform with extremely low quality.
This suggests that the stability and robustness of our model
are still in need of progress despite the fact that having
equipped with a pre-trained audio diffusion backbone. De-
mos of all failure cases are provided in the Supplementary
Material.

F. Further Discussion
F.1. Limitation

LORIS has two main limitations. One is that LORIS only
tackles trimmed videos with fixed lengths, which hinders
the proposed model to tackle unconstrained data or real-time
soundtrack scenarios. One possible solution is to attach a
sliding window on the untrimmed video as a segment-wise
generation. However, certain modifications are required to
construct the global correlation across segments to make the
entire auditory sequence continuous and harmonious. The
other limitation lies in the dependence on the pre-trained
encoder. Analogous with previous methods (Zhu et al.,
2022b;a) that utilize a vector-quantized variational autoen-
coder (Dhariwal et al., 2020), our method relies on the
pre-trained latent diffusion model (Schneider, 2023), result-
ing in the inflexibility of appending or replacing several
particular components.
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Figure 5. Log-melspectrograms of two failure examples. The upper part denotes the synthesized music and the lower part indicates the
ground-truth soundtracks.

F.2. Potential Social Impact

Our generative model may be employed to produce fake
videos with forgery soundtracks. Furthermore, equipped
with DeepFake videos synthesized by video generative al-
gorithms, a complete forgery audio-visual pair can be au-
tomatically fabricated, which may have potential negative
impacts on the web environment. Hence, appropriate super-
vision is essential to guarantee a controllable and harmless
generation.
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